for USC before going pro in Greece and
Spain, and Natalie Nakase, three-time
captain at UCLA who became the ﬁrst
assistant coach in the NBA—albeit for a
brief summer stint—with the L.A. Clippers. “The boys have no chance because
of their size,” says Terukina.
This month the JAO girls’ league
is hosting its annual tournament, and
many member organizations, like the
Tigers, are ﬁelding more teams than they
have in years. “We had to limit it to two
teams per age group because we had so
many people wanting to join,” says Kaz
Kayuda, the girls’ athletic director. And
then there’s the Budokan; in the offing for
more than two decades, the Little Tokyo
athletic facility ﬁnally breaks ground this
summer.
Basketball has become a last remaining tie to a shrinking community without
true geographical centers (Little Tokyo
and Sawtelle, for example, have plenty
of Japanese businesses but relatively few
Japanese American residents) and with
the highest outmarriage rate among
Asian Americans. Almost all of the squads
are losing kids to club teams, off-season
traveling squads created to give players
an edge in high school. While some JA
leagues have largely abandoned their ethnicity requirement to make up for these
losses, the JAO still requires that more
than half the team must be Japanese
American, although those kids can be as
little as one-eighth Japanese.
Skill and strength aside, basketball
favors the tall. So just how did Japanese

American kids—who are, as a general
rule, not oaks—overwhelmingly come to
choose the sport over past favorites like
baseball, bowling, or golf? Today’s leagues
trace their roots to social clubs and sports
teams formed by Japanese Americans
in the 1930s. Prohibited from joining
already-established groups or athletic
organizations—not to mention voting,
owning land, or marrying whites—Japanese Americans created their own. The
organizations continued to thrive during
World War II, behind the barbed-wire
fences of the country’s ten internment
camps. Photographers like Ansel Adams,
Dorothea Lange, and Francis Stewart,
barred from taking photos of riﬂes and
guard towers, captured images of internees going to church, raising chickens, and
yes, playing basketball.
There are photos of girls playing the
sport at Manzanar, but many organizations wouldn’t ﬁeld female teams until
years later. “When I was playing, there
were hardly any girls and we didn’t
play that much,” says Sallie Fujii, a P.E.
instructor at Bell High who played on
the Jetts in grade school and middle
school and continues to play in a JAO
women’s league; both her daughters are
Tigers. “Now there are so many, and they
play year-round.” Which leads to certain
advantages in high school. “I would say
90 percent of the girls coming out of JAO
can make their freshman team,” adds Fujii. It’s a different story in college, where
height is more crucial, but until then,
they can roll with the best of them.
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CITY THINKER

Looking
Past the
Color Lines
SOUTH OF PICO AUTHOR KELLIE
JONES ON WHERE L.A. FITS INTO
THE HISTORY OF EXCLUSION FACED
BY AFRICAN AMERICAN ARTISTS
BY JULIA HERBST

A
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curator Kellie Jones was
in high school when she
ﬁrst started thinking
about how nonwhite
artists have been represented in the traditional canon. “You’d look in the books
and see the only people who looked like
much of the people in my school were
very ancient. They’re Mayan; they’re
Egyptian,” she says. “I just thought that
was a strange thing.”
This realization led Jones to dedicate
her career to exploring contributions of
African American artists through writing and by curating exhibitions like Now
Dig This! Art and Black Los Angeles.
An art history professor at Columbia
University, Jones became a MacArthur
“genius” last September. “It’s pretty
amazing,” she says. “It’s made everybody
want to talk to me more, instead of being the researcher in the corner doing
my thing! But I can’t complain. One of
the things I want to do with it is collaborate with younger curators and writers.”
She’s also kept busy writing: Her latest
book, South of Pico: African American
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